In inner-city neighborhoods, business development ani promote community derJelopment by expanding employment, improving consumer serVices, creating markets, rehabilitating real estate, and fostering community lea4ers. Comrnunity development Can create business opportunities in those neighborhoods by reducing firms' operating costs and expanding markets. When these linkages are selectively and creatively exploited, pairing business development and community development can achieve more than purSuing each independently. Examples from four u.s. cities-Chicago, Los
Angeles, Miami, and Pittsburgh-are Used to relate the literature on in~-city business and community development to current development issues. .
.. 's 1965. declara-. tion of the War on Poverty mthe United S~tes,the forces of entrepreneurship were, recruited into the struggle. Over the ensUing three decades, the idea ,that business development can, help to, revitalize low-income, conui'tunities and improve the Hfe dumces, of their residents has assumed many gUises but,has never disappeared. Starting with President Nixon's caU for black , ,capitalism (Cross 197Pi GJeel) AAd l'ryde 1990), it has, emerged in such fOrmS8s public programs to develop minority-owned businesses through managerial training and subsidized finaricing (Bowm~ 1987) , business incubators (Allen 1988), procUrement setasides for firms owned by minorities or located in areas of high . .. .... unemployment (Bates 1985; Bendick 1990) , corporate placement. of branch plants in inner cities (Banfield 1969; ~dick and Egan 1982) , public.private partnerships between .commercial firms aI\d local governments (Fosler and Berger 1982) , enterprise zones (Butler 1981; Green 1991) , commercial real estate development and business oWnership by community development corporations (Vidal 1992) , self-employment for recipients of public income support (Aronson 199i; Balkin 1989) , .and "municipal mercantilism" (Judd and Ready 1986) . In the 19905, much of the attention coricemmg poverty has focused on an "underclassil of persons in ...long-term poverty, isolated in neighborhoods of con-. eenuated disadvantage, weighed down by an interrelated set of soda! and economic circumstances, and . separated from the societal mainstream less by race than by class and culture (WIlson 1987 (WIlson , 1989 Jencks and Peterson 1991) . As a corollary, it is argued that holistic: community development is crucial to breaking the inner city's multifaceted hold on its residents. Community development refers to efforts to improve the overall such initiatives as housing renovation, refurbishInent of streets and public places, upgrading of public services, promotion of community identity and pride, provision of job traming and social services to community residents, and political advocacy. These are traditional activities of community-based organizations such as community development corporations (Mayer 1984; Pierce and Steinbach 1987; VIdal et aI. 1986; V1dal1992) . This fOC\1S has once again acquired a business dimension. Business development refers to efforts assisting the founding, survival, growth, and profitability of individual firms through such means as managerial traiIUng and counseling, preparation of business sites and facilities, subsidized finance, procurement setasides, and tax incentives.
Soon after President Lyndon Johnson
This article explores the hypothesis that, when business development coincides with community development, the two produce greater results-in both business development and community development termsthan either pursued in isolation. Such linkages reverse the common practice of considering the two conceptually distinct and implementing them through unrelated agencies and programs. For example, throughout the 19705 and 19805, business development under the U.s. Urban Development Action Grant (UDAG) program was generally pursued with little relationship to community development efforts in the same localities under the federal Comultmity Development Block Grant (CDBG) program Games 1988) .
Formally, the hypothesis we examine concerns backward and forward linkages. In third world economic development, backward linkages refer to the proportion of an activity's outputs that are inputs from other local activity; forward linkages refer to the proportion of an activity's inputs that becomes outputs into other local activities. To the extent that linkages exist, promotion of one activity simultaneously promotes linked activities as "positive externalities" (Hirsc:hn\an 1958) . Thus, to the extent that community development creates business opportunities or business development advances community development, then promoting either supports the other, and the payoff from each is increased.
This article explores this hypothesis by reviewing research onthe nation's experience with inner-city business development over the pasttbree decades. To relate this literature to current, urban development issues, we draw upon examples from recent efforts at inner-city business development in four cities: Chicago, Los Angeles, Miami, and Pittsburgh.
What do we conclude? The first sections of the article review five ways business development can contribute to community development in inner.city neighborhoods: expanding employment, improving consumer services, creating business markets, rehabilitating real estate, and fostering role models and community lead. ers. Conversely, community development can create business opportunities in those neighborhoods through two principal mechanisms: reducing firms' operating costs and expanding markets. Linkages that pair business development and community development can create more opportunities and generate. greater payoffs than would pursuing each independently, and the final part of the article sets forth five principles for economic development to exploit these opportunities.
JOBS FOR COMMUNITY RPSIDENTS
Economically distressed inner-city areas are djs. proportionately plagued by W\eII\ployment, underemployment, and labor force withdrawal among residents, as well as low wages and limited opportunities for training and advancement among persons who are employed (Ellwood 1986; Kasarda 1985; McGeary and Lynn 1988; Peterson and Vroman 1992; Stanback and Noyelle 1982) . More and better jobs for community residents are a priority on virtually all local agendas for community development.
Distressed izmer..city areas are also typically characterized by low rates of new business formation and small business s\lrvival (Aldrich and Reiss 1975; Bates 1989; Bendick and Rasmussen 1986) . New firms and smaller firms are one important source of job opportunities. Fums with fewer than five hundred workers employ about half of the U.S. work fo~ and create a substantial proportion of all new jobs (Birch 1987; Phillips and Kirchoff 1989) . Thus it is hypothesized that if new, sman firms could be fostered in inner-city areas, employment opportunities for residents would be enhanced.
Concern about racial and ethnic discrimination reinforces the case for developing businesses within inner. city communities. In response to antibias laws and changing societal attitudes, racial and ethnic discrimi. nation in employment has diminishedsmce the civil rights struggle of t1:\e 1960s (Cain 1986; Leonard 1983; Smith and Welch 1986) . Nevertheless, it persists to an important extent. For example, recent studies have documented discrimination against minority job applicants in. more thcu\ 20 percent of hiring decisions (Bendick et cU. 1993; Bendick et aI. 1991; Fix and Struyk 1993; Neckerman and I<irschenman 1991) . In such circumstances, it is often more feasible for minority residents of inner cities to obtain employment within their own community or in firms owned by members of their own ethnic group. Minority-owned firms hire minorities at a higher rate than do other firms. For example, in 1982, among firms owned by nonminorlty males with more than $100 thousand in annual sales, 60 percent of firms reported that they employed at least one member of a minority group; the comparable figure for minority. owned firms was 95 percent (U.S. Bureau of the Census 1987, 132; Brown 1986; Moore 1983; Wilson and Portes 1980) . Differences in opportunities are even ~ore substantial than these figures suggest in terms of more subtle aspects of employment, such as interpersQnal telationsand advancement QpportUnities (Thomas 1990) .
The physical accessibility of jobs also reinforces the attractiveness of job growth. in inner-city enterprises. Many of the employment opportunities generated by the U.s. economy today arise in suburban and exurban locations (Ellwood 1986; Kasarda 1985; McGeary and Lynn 1988; Stanback and Noyelle 1982) . Of course, many workers living in the irlner-city commute to dis-. tantjobs, just as workersliving in other areas undertake commutes involving considerable time and expense (Altshculer et aI. 1979; Bendick and Egan 1988) . Some residents, however, have particular difficulty accepting employment distant from their homes. These include workers paid at or near the mini.mum wage, single parents rehJctant to be away from . their children for extended periods, and in-school youth and others seeking part-time employment For sud\ groups. only jobs within or near their own communities may be relevant Which Enterprises Are Good Job Generators?
What sorts of firms provide such employment opportunities? In the U.S. economy in the 1990s, the an-. swer is complex. Under the combined impact of automation technology, sectoral shifts from manufacturing to services, and competition from lower-wage third world.nations such as Taiwan, Korea, Mexico, and BrillZil, the sources of job growth have shifted. dramatically in recent decad~. Large firms engaged in standardized, mass production manufacturing-which have traditionally provided a middle-class living for millions of semiskilled workers-account for a constantly decreasing proportion of employment in the United States (Bendick 1985; Commission on the Skills of the American Workforce 1990; U.S. Office of Technology Assessment 1986). OpportUnities in the 1990s-both in the inner city and throughout the economy-tend to concentrate in flexible. firms, often of modest size, serving specialized. market niches.
The four cities examined. in this article, as would many urban areas, provide numerous examples of successful.. inner--city businesses operating in this spirit. These include a bakery specia1izing in gourmet cheesecakes, a fashion house manufacturing limited runso£ the latest.style women's we~ a firm of roofers, a cater. ingservice, fums rehabilitating and managing neighborhood housing, child care centers, a wholesale stationery supply firm, small metal-c:asting enterprises, . and a variety of restaurants and retail establishments. Such firms often employ half a dozen to a dozen employees.
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For such small enterprises, business life is often perilous and profitability elusive. Among U.s. firms started in 1976, fewer than 40 percent were still in business six years later (Phillips and Kirchoff 1989; U.s. Small Business AdmllUstration 1990) . Business difficulties are also more prevalent among minority-owned firms, which are on average smaller, started by owners with less education and experience, less well capitalized, and more likely to target markets with limited sales potential (Ando 1986; Bates 1989 Bates , 1990 Bearse 1984; Hisrich and Brush 1986; Scott 1983; Stevens 1984) . Difficulties are also more prevalent among firms located in the inner city, which adds to the usual problems of small business such extra perils as limited consumer purchasing power, poor physical facilities, and high crime rates (Bendick and Rasmussen 1986; James and Clark 1987) .
An implication of these circumstances is that job generation through business development is not easy. Assistance typically must be provided to a diverse range and Jarge number of individual firms, only some of which will survive. The cost of creating one job through business assistance has been estimated at nearly $12 thousand in the UDAG program, $13 thousand in federal busIDess loan programs, and $60 thousand in federal public works programs (Bendick 1981) . Thus, where jobs are the objective and resources are limited, business development is only one of several alternatives deserving consideration. Approaches that seek employment for inner-city residents in established enterprises outside their home neighborhoods are also appropriate-through transportation programs, employment placement initiatives, and efforts to control discrimination (Bendick and Egan 1988; Ellwood 1986; Kain and Persky 1969 ).
Further refinement of the concept of creating employment through business development is provided by considering the market orientation of irlner-city businesses.Often when business development is discussed in the context of community development, the firms envisioned to receive assistance are those indigenously conneCted with the community-local retailers selling to community residents, small enterprises owned by community residents, and firms enmeshed in "buyethnic" networks. TlUs vi$ion is reinforced j,y writings about business developmeritthat emphasize the job creation role of new start-ups and independent enterp rises. For example, at one point during the 1980s, some prominent researchers claimed that two-thirds of all new jobs in the U.S. economy were generated by firms with twenty or fewer employees (Birch 1987) . In this conception, the ties between joo.generatmg firms and their inneN:ity communities appear strong and natural.
In reality, such a vision is seriously misleading. First, "export-oriented" fums-those that sell goods and services primarily to customers outside their inner-city comm~ities-have more growth potential on average than those looldng primarily to their own neighborhoods for markets (Bates 1978 (Bates , 1984 Brimmer 1979; Sonfield 1986 ). Second, established enterprises with several years of operational experience ~d to be more powerful job generators. than new firms (Bendick and Egan 1987; Storey and Johnson 1987) . ,Medium-and large-sized enterprises contribute substantial shares of new jobs to the economy (White .and Osterman 1991) . They alsO typically offer jobs of better" quality" than do smaller firms-higher wages; greater employment stability, and more training and advancement (Brown et al. 1990; Zipp 1991) . This point is illustrated by a community-based business developer who has dedicated his career to S\1pporting new and small enterprises in the inner city of Pittsburgh: whenappraached by community residents about where to Snd jobs, he typically suggests they contact not his~Iient firms but the large public hospita11ocated in the neighborhood.
The Imporlance afWorkers' Job Readiness A final caveat arisesconcelnmg who among the ĩ dents of inn~ity coJrtmunities faces the greatest employment difficulties. When explicit racial and etluUc discrimination was widespread-three decades ago, minority workers were often channeled in.to low-paid, unstable, limited-opportunity employment regaidless of theirqualifications~ As the virulen~ of discrimination has dimirUshed, many IlUnority workers with bet. ter labor market qualifications have moved into positions more suited to their qualifications. Seve1'! labor market difficulties are increasingly concentrated on persons with the fewest qualifications-those hampered by functional illiteracy, lack .0£ work experience, an absence of vocational skills, and persoIial stigmas such as criminal record.$ (Bendick 1987; Berlin and Sum 1988; Freeman and Holzer 1986 Sexton 1979; Wittberg 1984) . Thus a second community benefit often sought from inner-city business development Is improved opportunities for inner-city consumers. More stores, higher-quality stores, and more customer-responsive stores increase the quaJity of life and reduce the cost of living for neighborhood I'e$idents. The possibility of expanding inner-city retailing is suggested by the substantial purchasing power that residents of areas cumulatively command. While innercity communities often encompass pockets of very low income households, they also tend to include populations with household incomes ranging from modest to moderately affluent. When the purchasing power of . these households is aggregated, the total can be impressive even when average household incomes are limited. For example, in 1985, a feasibility study was conducted for a shopping development along Seventy-first Street in the predornmantly black South Side of Chicago. This study estimated that within twenty rnmutes' travel time of the projected development lived 240,000 potential cuStomer households, 92,000 of which had average annual incomes of more than $30 tI1ousand; and together the target households' annual income exceeded $3 billion (Charles Rial and Associates 1985) .
In relation to such purehasing power, inneNity areas . typically are "understored" ':"':"""that is, the ratio of stores to population is below national ~verages. For example, following riots in Miami during the 1980s, a study of retail potential was conducted in several inner-city . . neighborhoods. In the West Little River-Model Cities Section of the city, it was estimated that the area could support 5.6 times the sales of men's clothing than was . currently captured within .the community, 3.2 times the sales of furniture, 2.7 times the sales of appliance repair services, and 1.7 times the sales of shoes (Public Demographies .1984). If purchasin~ power that "leaks" outside could be diverted back to home neighborhoods-"import substitution" -then inner-city businesses would enjoy increased markets (persky et ax. 1993) .
Before counting on recapturing this purchasing power, how~ver, eConomic development planners must ciis~~ish between converzience shopping and compar-.ison shopping. The former refers to frequent, routine purchases of food, liquor, pharmaceuticals, small household goods, child care ite~, and shoe repair, laundly, and dry cleaning services; the latter involves infrequent pUrchases of large-ticket items such as lumi.
ture, adult clothing, and appliances. As its name im. , "
, '
plies, in convenience shopping, consumers are heavily influenced by the time and cos~ to travel to stores., In co~parison shopping, hoWever, consumers are lesS 4\:, . fluenced by access than by the selection, price, and quality of goods.
In the experience of many irmer-city communities, improvements, in convenience shopping~providing quality goods at competitive prices in attr~ctive, accessible surroundings-are highly valued, and quickly supported by local residents. In particular, when chain supermarkets have been attracted into irmer-city areas, they are typically greeted by comniercial success as well as community approbation. In the Liberty City area of Miami, for example, a thirty-thousand-squa.re-foot Wl1U\ Dixie supermarket that opened in 1985 rapidly became a leader in sales and profitability within its chain. Similarly, in the Woolworth's chain of five-anddimes, the operating profit margin from inner-city stores averages one percentage 'point higher than from subUrban stores (Alpert 1991) .
Obtaining similar outcome.s is far more problematic for stores offering comparison goods rather than conve-, nienc~ goods. Only a limited number of irmer-ciiy residents have so little access to transportation that they are , captive consumers. The majoriiy are able, to shop outside their neighborhoods wheninaking major puichases, , using public trCUlSportation, automobiles they own, sharing rides with neighbors, or employing informal jitney or unlicensed taxi services (Kirby 1974; Sheehan 1975; Stack 1974 ; U.S. Deparlment of Transportation 1982). Thus retailers of coll'lparlson' goOds ininner-city areas face direct competition from very large retailers located elsewhere and from subUrban shopping mallscompetitors whose prices, quality, selection, and retail environment are difficult for sinall retailers to match. , Interacting wIth the feasibilityo£ inner-City residents' , shopping outside their, neighborhoods are their atti-, tudes'toward doing so. Amorig some ethnic groups, consumers markedly pref~r stores located within their neighborhoo~s at operated by members of their own group. These preferences may override other considerations, such as, crime in shopping areas or the quality of , stores and goods. Among other etluii~groups, the opposite preferences prevail; consumerS may bypass local stores, even those offering comparable or better shopping, to travel to sto~ Viewed as s1,iperior because they , are not located in their own neighbomoQd or operated by memberS of, their own' ethnic' group. The fOrmer attitudes, are often preval~t an\t)ng groups. such as whites and Hispanics, and the latter are more co. . among American~bom blaCks (Deshpande et al-1986; . Saegert et a11985; Sexton 1979; Wittberg 1982; Zikmund . . 1977) . Furthermore, such pre£erencestypicaUy prove difficult to modify through campaigns urging residents to "buy ethnic" or support local businesses.
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In light of these considerations, the commerdal feasibility of inner-city retail developments emphasizing . comparison shopping should be viewed with caution. Skepticism is particularly appropriate for estimates of market potential based simply on available income and population-to-store ratios. The commercial feasibility of retail development is generally higher-and conven. Honal market studies more relevant-when conve. nience shopping is the focus.
What Role for Mom-and-Pop Retailers?
In seeking to improve inner-city shopping, it is also important to recognize that inner-city retail stores, particularly locally owned independent stores, vary widely in the quality of retail services they provide. Some exhibit a IImom~~II1:d-pop" syndrome of marginal opera-. tions: few or no employees other than the proprietor; informal or nonexistent accounting records and no use of outsid~ accountipg or bookkeeping services; limited inventory, often purchased on a cash-and-carry basis; absence of banking relationships (somemnes not even a bUsiness checking account); no access to credit; reluctance to invest in advertising or business promotion; poorly laid out premises and out-of-date fixtures; low . mamtenance .of business premises; and an absence of . business planning. Stores operating under this syndrome often provide limited consumer services to neighborhood residents: high prices, small inventories, and unattractive. shopping environments.
These stores some tUnes stand in sharp contrast to other independent retailers who offer excellent services. Typically, the latter stores have adopted a style of "high valu~added retailing" in which they offer personalized customer aSsistance, an attractive retail envirorunent, andspecia1ized productImes. This strategy allows them to compete against larger chain stores and suburban shopping malls (National Trust for Historic Preservation 1988).
.. .
Among the value-added services that stOteS typicaUy offer in inner-city neighborhoods are extended hours, informal credit, staff members fluent in foreign languages, and awdliary services such. as check cashing.
These offerings are the stock-in-trade of bodegas groceries, in Puerto Rican neighborhoods, for example, but the same processes can work in.other contexts as well. For example, in. Pittsburgh, a family-oWned wedding-dress business located In a relatively shabby neighborhood draws customer$ from throughout a multistate region by providing intenSe personal service, in~epth expertise, and "one-stop. shopping" for a broad range of wedding needs.
. .
SuCh diversity suggests that, from the point of view of improving consumer s~rvices, buSiness development must be selectively targeted. Stores a£filia~d with national chains and strong franchise systems may be an important source of improved retail services if they can be attracted into an im1er~ty neighborhood. The remainder can be sought from the subset of local independent retailers that do not conduct their business as traditional mom-and-pops. An example of inner-city retail development adopting this approach is provided by shopping malls created in South Central Los Angeles by Haagen Development, one of the twenty-five largest shopping maIl developers in the United States. These malls are occupied predominantly by stores affiliated with national. or regional chains, such as gateway, McDonald's, Toys-R-Us, and Baskin Robbins Ice Cream. A limited proportion of mtail spaces (20 percent is an informal goal) is set aside for enterprises controlled by persOns from the surrounding community, provided these firms meet stringent standalds of financial strength and mtailing ability.
CREATING MARKETS FOR 01HER
A thUd community development benefit that business development may generate. is markets for other firms within the community. To the extent that a firm pwchases inputs from its neighboring firms, each dollar the first firm earns circulates within the community at least one additional time before returning to the broader economy. In doing so, it creates additional earnings for commUnity businesses, their owners, and their employees. TIle economic concept quantifying the extent to which each dollarrec1rcuIates is called the "multiplier effect" (Harrison 1974; Schaffer 1973) .
Reflecting this concept, it has been hypothesized that enclave economies that are vertically and horizontally integrated yield higher initial profits per unit of demand, create higher levels of production in. related industries (caused by the initial demand for the first industry's products), pay higher wages, and create more jobs (again because of the initial demand) than enclave. economies that are not yertically and horizoritally integra~. (W1Ison and Martin 1982, 138) Pushed to. an extreme position, such thinking implies that development of inner-city businesses oriented toward buying from and selling to other local firms would maximize community impact and that business development should support development of autarchica1, self-orimted business communities separate from the mainstream economy. In this spirit, it has. been suggested that firms might integrate backward from control of tetail stores into enterprises producing goods and services. for those stores (Vietoriz and Harrison 1970) , smcill businesses in minority communities might organize networks of "affiliated independents" (Harrison 1974 ), or businessassist:an~ might be reserved for locally integrated business clusterS rather than "atomistic" businesses (Blaustein and Faux 1972; Fratoe 1986 ).
Much of the interest in enhancing the multiplier effect within ittner-city communities comes from observing ethnic communities where the multiplier effect is high. The contrast between Miami's Cuban and black communities offers a prime example. Each $1,000 of goods or services sold to a final customer by a manufacturing firm in the Miami Cuban community generates $1,630 in total community earnings-the initial $1,000 in sales plus $630 from subsequent rounds. The comparable figure in the black community is only $1,140. The $630 "subsequent-round" income generated in the Cuban community is 4.5 times greater than the $140 generated in the black community. Similarly, for each job created by sales within the Cuban community,. an additional six-tenths of a job is created through multiplier effects; in the black community, the comparable figure is less than one-tenth of a job (Wilson and Martin 1982) .
The attractiveness of this approach is further enhanced by the observation that integrated ethnic business commuruties sometimes coincide with dramatic instances of upwiUd mobility and financial attainment by persons starting from positions of poverty. The prosperity of some members of the Cuban community in Miami is an often-cited example, as are the success stories of recent Asian immigrants (Didion 1987; Light and Bonanich 1988) .
Eye catching as such observations are, however, these approaches offer little appropriate guidance for inner-city business development. The core. reason involves the feasibility of altering the multiplier within a community. Where a high degree of economic integration is observed, as in the Cuban community in Miami, it typically has arisen in reaction to cultural and historical circumstances (such as language isolation) rather than through business development efforts. When efforts to change business buying patterns have. been made, such as circulation of business directories within. a comm~ the diversion of sales has been modest at best. Most important, the primary cause of the low multiplier in the black community cited above is that businesses in that community historically do not sell goods and . services that other businesses buy. To increase the multiplier would require a shift in blackowned firms from traditional market niches (such as grocery retailing) to nontraditional markets (such as computer software). Without changing the product lines of firms in Miami's black bU$iness community, the maximum potential increase in the multiplier for each $1,000 in sales would be only $2O-from $140 to $160 (Wilson 'and Martin 1982, 154) .
In discussing job creation earlier in this article, it was argued that such a transformation of product lines is desirable. But a primary reason for encouraging innercity and minority-oWIled firms to enter.nontraclitional fields is to tap affluent, larger markets outside their Is it zealistic to seek to fill these spaces with retail and local service firms like the businesses that formerly occupied them? The answer is yes for only a modest portion of these underused properties, for three rea-. SOns. The first reason involves the broad changes in retail patterns that have occurred throughout the urbañ nited States since World War II. In many cities, the buildings in neighborhoods that are now distressed inner-city areas were constructed between the late 1800s and 1950. Since that time, shopping among middle-class consumers has shifted from traditional downtowns to suburban shopping malls, and many inner-city neighborhoods have simply experienced the same pattern. Community revitalization is no more likely to bring that shopping back tQ these neighborhoods than it is to older downtowns in less distressed areas of these cities. A second Mason reinforces the first: the Iilnited incomes of inner-city residents, compounded by preferences favoring outshoppingamong some ethnic groups, mecms . that the CW'reI\t residents of these neighborhoods generally support less square footage of retailing per capita than the persons they displaced.
. This effect is compounded by the fact that older retail space often is not physically configured for efficient contemporary retail practices. In older shopping areas, most stOrefronts are located in long strips among major traffic corridors. They are not clustered in a maIl-like configuration around a. parking lot, an arrangement dirty. Reducing physical bUght is both a means and an now more attrac.tive to shoppers. Similarly, individual . end in commuiUty development.. . ... .stores tend to be narrow rectartgles with extensive storIn business terms, thiS situation is one in which the age space ~ back rooms and upper stories. While that. supply of real estate, inCludingcomme1clal real estate, cOnfiguration matched retail practices of half a century exceeds dem~d. If businesses can hi:! developed within ago, it is not suited to state-of-the-art retailing. Many the community, they might re£W vacant spaces and pay older storefronts are laid put with two thousand square for their repair and mainteJW\Ce.Th.ey might also genfeet or more of space; comparable newly constructed .erate the foot trcUfic that deters crime and a senSe of retail spaces in shopping maDs handle the same busiprogress that increases community pride andencOurness in about half that space. dedsionmakers from ou~de th.e community, such as Ah alternative way to reuse vacant space 1s to encourpoliticians ~d bankers, about the condition of a neighage businesses not oriented to the local community, borhood. Thus visible improvements. in commercial including SerVice exporters (e.g., "back offices"), wareareaS increase the willingness of bankers to grant mort:-houses, and manufactUring. Included in thiS category gages to rehabilitated housing. on adjacent streets are enclave branch plants oWned by corporations out- (Wittberg 1984) .
side the community, Such as the much publicized IBM .
. . home communities. To emphasize the inner city's own markets would be to limit potential sales-indeed, perhaps limit them so severely that £im\s would not be large enough. to offer the specialized inventories and . quality services often. demanded by commercii! customers. At the same time, when businesseS form alliances with other firms-such as joint ventures or. long-term supplier/subcontractor relationships-they
. typically develop more through alliances with succf ul mainstJeam firms than with struggling ones within their own mner-clty community (Egan and MOOy 1992) . In recent decades, the. degree of housing segregation and social isolation of ethnic groups in U.s. society has eased markedly, but far from. completely (Massey and Denton 1988) . As this has oCcurred, many firms that once thrived by servirig Segregated markets have sim:-. ply disappeared. Business deyelopment strategies in. creasing the isolation ofinneNity busineS!ieS from the . economic mainstream rather than decreasing it would fooEsbIy contradict both commeL'cial and societal trends.
To an outsider drivingthro~gh an economic8ny dis-. tressed inneNity area, the fust impresSion is usually created by the physical state. of buildings and their surroundings. Many structures are parlially vacant or abandoned; buildings ale dilapidated and not mamtamed; streets and other public areas 8reHttered and manufacturing facility in the Bedford Stuyvesant secproach represents the ultimate disruption of inner-city tion of Brooklyn (Banfield 1969; Beam 1987 ; Bendick communities, it is not to be W\dertaken lightly. But in and Egan 1982) . some cases it is necessary if commenial reuse of blighted One set of issues has to do with the desirability of real estate is to be achieved. these activities within a neighborhood. Because these Fortunately, a more moderate course is possible in businesses are unrelated to the community itself, they many inner-city neighborhoods, particularly those extend to disrupt local retail and residential use. They may periencing less severe depopulation and social and ecobe housed in lIirge buildings of an industrial style disnomic distress. In these areas, a pattern of mixed land cordant with adjacent properties. They may impose use seems feasible to achieve, often with attractive renegative extema1ities on their neighbors in such foImS suIts. For example, the South Side of Pittsburgh is a as street traffic, noise, air pollution, or toxic wastes. On moderate-income community of predominantly Souththe other hand, they may be quiet activities housed in . em and. Eastem European ancestry. Some of the W\-attractive buildmgs that are new, well maintamed, and derused real estate within this neighborhood, including preferable to the vacant structures and littered empty dilapidated housing and idle factories, has been cleared lots that may be their alternative. .For some ethnic groups, for new commercial or residential buildhlgs. Some residents' satisfaction with their neighborhoods is less neighborhood retail spaces have become occupied by related to the use to which real estate is put than to the "yuppie" restaurants and retail stores primarily serving fact that it is not vacant (Wittberg 1984) . affluent customers from outside the neighborhood. But How can outside firms be attracted to the inner city?
other retail sites continue to be occupied by local busiDistre~d neighbomoods typically face stiff competinesses primarily serving the neighborhood, and most tion from altemative locations within their metropolihousing remains occupied by traditional residents. The tan areas-includmg "green field" sites in the suburbs selective recycling of a limited amOW\t of underused and exurbs as well as nonmetropolitan locations. In real estate for export-oriented uses eliminated some of terms of ind1,1Strial sites, the typical disadvantages of the worst. eyesores in the neighborhood; it also tightĩ nner cities are sites too small for large one-s tory faclliened the market for commercial real estate, raising rents ties, lack of infrastructure such as roads and sewers, and for commercial space and thereby encouraging owners high taxes. In terms of office operations, the most prom-~ inV4!Stin ~properti.es; and it bro~ghtru:w customers . inent deficiencies are lack of trlm$portation access for m~o the 1'\elghb~rhood who patro~~ naghborhoodemployees, fear of crime against employees, and lack of or~ented stores U\ the course of a vwt to the exports upport services and amenities (Blair and Premus 1987; onented restaurants and shops. But because the degree Erickson 1980; Herzog and Schlottman 1991).
?f recycling for export-o~ented use has be~ moderate, In opposition to these deficiencies, distressed neigh.
IthaspromotedcommumtydevelopmentWlthoutwho1e-borhoods typically sell themselves by combining low sale displacement. rents with proximity to high-density, high-rent areas such as downtowns. ~ more than a few inner-city areas, CREATING ROLE MODELS AND COMMUNrIY LEADERS this combination has proved so attractive that a wave A fmal contribution business development can make of gentrification has led to displacement of low-income to community development accrues in psychological residents. Other areas have proved remarkably difficult and political forms. Throughout society in the United to redevelop, even when these two factors combine in States, business owners are figures of prestige, and a seemingly irresistible way. A case in point is the South minority communities tend to share in this opinion Bronx, which lay fallow for decades despite dramati- (Lincoln 1971) . Business owners are pointed to as role cally lower real estate costs than those in midtown models and chosen to. hold positions of public leaderManhattan, mere minutes awa~. Such cases offer .mute ship. U mir\ority ethnic groups or economically distestimony to the power the negative conditions in some tressed neighbomoods do not enjoy a proportionate inner-city neighboIhoods exercise over business decishare of business owners, then they are deprived of a sions. Tremendous inertia slows the process by which political, sociaL and psychological resource (Fratoe downtown prosperity trickles down t() the distressed 1986; Green and Pryde 1990; Pennings 1982) .
areas adjacent to them (Squires et aI. 1987 ).
. One function business owners serve is as role models These cases of inertia also offer an important warnand mentors for youth. Young people may be enc:ouring concerning the difficulty of attracting enclave finns.
aged to emulate the energy and persistence that led to At the extreme, it. may be impossible to attract such their succe~ and to follow them in seeldng income and firms unless a substantial section of an inner<ity area Ui . decisive role in determining the life outcomes of youth as on.site models and mentors may be limited. They &om disadvantaged backgrounds (Public/Private Ven-may stilI serve their neighborhood or ethnic group in a tures 1988), and young people often consider only a broader sense, however. Many minority inner-city narrow range of people as potential role models. 9f... youth have difficulty identifying with conventional . mentors.. For example, children of disadvantaged back. success because they perceive it to be achieved largely grounds tend to seek out persons of their own race and by whites (Fordham and Ogbu 1986 success maybe important to these youth in conveying
Of course, as noted earlier, successful development the simple message that members of their group can of small b~sses typically is neither cheap nor easy, also make it. particularly those owned by members of minority Successful business owners residing outside irmergroups and located in inner-city communities. Thus the . city areas may a1so s.erve their community or ethnic "cost per role model created" through business develgroup as political and social representatives: as apopm~! may be high. This is particuIady true since the pointed members of school boards or other political beneficIal effects of a role model are preSumably attenpositions, for example. They may also serve as represenuated if. the business is a struggling enterprise offering tatives m lli!SS official but nevertheless important ways, its proprietor only a margi11alliving. That is, examples for example, as the first member of their group to be of business owners working hard and honestiy and yet admitted to elite social or political cudes. barely making a living might convey the impresSion to . Such representation. may be important to the longyouth that such traits do n()t pay (Bates 1989) . Business. term progress of ~dvantaged groups within society. owners as role~e1s should therefore be suppIen\enied
It is reasoliable to assume, however, that the community by other community residents who are employed, stabenefits &om such representational roles are subject to bIe, and honest but employed by someone E!lse. diminishing marginal returns. In a metropolitan area Second, the processes by which role model and menwhere few examples of successful business owners. tor relationships are formed are riot well understood.
from an irmer-city community or minority group can be . Even in underciass neighborhoods, a substantial fracfound, the first examples may be highly valuable. lowering firms' operating costs-that is, reducing the costs of inputs or enabling firms to use these inputs more efficiently. The mQ!it visible ways community development efforts try to do so involve firms' inputs that are "public goods," or goods that are enjoyed simultaneously by a number of consumers or firms (Olsen 1965) . Clean sidewalks are one case in point; a neighbomood's reputation as a safe place to shop is another. Community-based organizations, such as community development corporations, often spearhead efforts to increase the level of public goods in an inner-city area. They may do so through political advocacy by pressuring city officials to step up trash collection in a . .. .. commercuu area, mcre8Se poJ1Ce patrols, or improve street lighting, for example. Security costs in particular can have a significant impact on ~er-city firms' "bottom line." For example, in Los Angeles shopping malls developed to maintain. a high degree of. security through private means (fences, surveillance cameras, and private guards), security costs account for more than one-sixth of space rentals...To the extent that publicly provided services such as police patrols can replace privateJy purchased services, the fiNncial impact on tenants of the mall can be significant.
Community development efforts may also assist the operating efficiency of inner-dty firms by orgcmizing joint voluntary action among neighboring businesses, getting them to cooperate in ways common among tenants in suburban shopping malls, such as coordinated business hours ancf joillt advertising. This approach is illustrated by an initiative to promote restaurants in the Korean .section of Los Angeles. Mter a consumer survey confirmed that most customers of these restaurants were Korean, a concerted effort was undertaken to penetrate the much larger non-Korean market A joint brochure was produced and .drcu1ated to popularize Korean Cuisine, providing pictures of typical dishes and explanations of how to eat them. The brochures then carried advertisements for individual restaurants. Limited English on the part of restaurant servers was also identified as a problem shared by these restaurants; a joint solution that has been proposed is to conduct on-site English lessons for restaurant staff during slack business hours.
Such public goods inputs may be quite helpful to some inner-city busine$se$ in operating efficiently and reducing operating costs. The value of these public goods can be put in perspective by considering their impact on the financial statements of typical finns, particularly the expenditure side of the ledger. While firms' expenditures vary substantially depending on the line . of business, some generalizations can be made. For retail flI'D)S, the largest expenditw'e$ are for purchase of the goods they sell, the wages and benefits they pay to employees, and rent and operations for their premises. For manufacturing firms, the list is similar, except that they typically purchase raw materiaJs rather than goods for sale (Scarborough and Zimmerer 1984) . These items have in common that they are largely private goods-goods used by one firm alone-rather than public goods. An individual firm's profit often is improved only marginally by the enhancements in public goods that comn\w1ity development activities typically generate. The bottom line of an inner-city grocery store may be affected more by a drought in the Midwest that raises the wholesale price of beef than by improved trash collection; the profitability of a small manufacturing firm may be more sensitive to the wage levels for skilled machinists than to the presence of tidy sidewalks.When merchants in the Liberty City section of Miami were polled about their most pressing business problems, half focused on the exterior conditions of the business pIemise$-a matter potentially affected by improvement of public goods; an equal number, however, emphasized problems reJated to the interior of the Premises-a primarily private matter unaffected by improvements of public goods.
Creating Market Demand
The second major way that community development can create busines$ opportunities is by enhancing the demmd for the goods and services that firms are seUĩ ng. For businesses such as manufacturing companies whose markets lie out$ide the COInInunity in which they are located, there is often little communitY develooment can do to affect their sales. Indeed, wh~ c~unity development succeeds, it tends to raise tents-promoting an exodus of firms that derive few benefits &om the improvements and their replacement Py firms for whom rising rents are offset by the operating advantages of a better neighborhood.
In contrast to manufactwing firms, the role of com--munity development can be significant for mtai1 and rvice firms deriving some or all of their sales from their own neighborhood. Particularly, community development might stabilize the population of community residents, especially middle-class residents with substantial purchasing power. It was noted earlier that several billion doUars of purchasing power are controlled by COI\SUD\ers living on the South Side of Chicago. If community development creates even modest differences in the likelihood that these residents willremain as consumers, the potential effect on local retail and service businesses should be noticeable.
Community development can also enhance markets for. local Y}tail a1)d service firms by attracting customers into the' neighborhood. In particu1ar, the social and physical environment within the community can be made more welcoming through crime reduction and . . . . physical rehabilitation. Successful efforts to rehabilitate retail areas typically require a combh1ation of public goods efforts, such as streetscape improvements, and couliseIing or assistance iormdividual metcltants. The latter effort often focuses on encoUraging mei'cl\ants<tb improve the attractiveness of their product displays, especially store windows. It may also involve giving merchants a sense of ownerShip of public improvemeuts so that they participate in their maintenance. Joint advertising, community festivals, and similar efforts are also commonly used to promote a community, its restaurants, and its stores. Some of these efforts .
can have substantial effects, as seen in the successful . promotion of restaurantS in the Korean section of Los. Angeles and the development of the South Side of Pittsburgh as a recognized dining destination. Other . efforts ha'le produced minimal results, particularly . where there is no ethnic fla~or attractive to outSiders or in areas with reputations for danger or hostility.--Niche Marksts CreatedbyCommunityDeoelopment ..
In addition to such broad-brosh efforts to create market opportunities, the community development process , can involve' specific initiatives to create narrow "niche
The SCluth Shore area of Chicago off~ oru! dramatic example of this approach. 5mce the early 19805, community development efforts initiated by the South , Shore Bank have led to a wave ofhousingrehabili~tion. This activity has' created strong demand for construe-' tion ~rvices, and a number of Small ~abUitation con-, tracting businesses owned and operated. by residents of the South Shore have come into being. Other local firms have arisen to purchaSe bui!dmss, rehabilitate them, and then manage the renovated prope.rties (Taub 1988 &cause business development can conbibute to community development, the first principle is that community development initiatives should mclude a business d.evt!lopment component. .This article reviewed five goals of community development toward which mner-city business development can . cOntribute: . job opporhmities, consumer services, business markets, reuse of real estate, and the encour-. agement of leaders and, role. models. In none of these areas does the evidence suggest that busmess development accomplishes all that its proponents s()metimes claim. Nevertheless, it typically makes some contributions, and in many circumstances substantial ones.
Of course, the experiences reviewed in this article do not suggest that mobilizing the forces of free enterprise is all that is needed to end poverty and distress in . inner-City areas. In some cases, business development is an inappropriate instrument for purSuing a community development objective (for example, in generating employment opportunities for persons who lack mini. mUm employment qualifications). In other cases, busi-. ness development is .useful but cannot generate the full scale of effects that is required (for example, in developing retail businesses to. reoccupy underused retail space). In still other cases, business development makes contributions to community development goals only if community development initiatives complement the business development activity (for example, successful bUsiness ownels might remain within the community to serve. as role models if community development improves the quality of available housing). Business development alone cannot substitute for community development because community development itseH is sometimes prerequisite to business development. Distressed inner-city areas are typically so burdened by negative circumstances-physical blight and crime, for example-that business development is hampered. When community development reduces these impediments, it creates business opportunities. Accordingly, the second principle recommends that economic development programs target enterprise assistance resouxces to exploiting business opportunities created by community development. This article has demonstrated that some of these opportunities arise from broad-brush community development effects (retaining residents and their purchasing power, and general community promotion) and some from specific community development projects (such as housing rehabilitation, construction of a hospital, or attraction of a retail anchor store).
Do Not Ignore Business Opportunities Not Linked to Community Development
An extreme form of prU\ciple two wot.tld have business development assistance provided only in combination with community development. Instead, a more eclectic. strategy is appropriate, taldng advantage of opportunities for inner-city business development even if they are not associated with community development.Thus principle t1uee is to target some business development resources to opportunities other than those generated by community development.
The first reason for eclecticism is that business opportunities of the sort discussed under the previous principle are generally limited. The outshopping pheno.-menon means that in many communities, even whc ommunity development retains middle-class residents, these residents make available only limited purchasing power to support local retail and service businesses. Anchor stores often anchor only a modest number and range of adjacent businesses. Even major outside investments may spin off only a handful of business opportunities. The huge Drew Medical School complex, for example, supports only one small book. store (employing one full-time and one part-time employee) and achi1d care center employing perhaps a dozen residents.
...
A second reason for eclecticism is that excellent business development opportunities without community development linkages can be found in inner-city areas, particularly for export-oriented firms located in these areas .
One set of export-oriented opportunities involves retail and service firms located within inner-city communities that draw their market from outside the comnuinity. For example:
. On the Pittsburgh's South Side, a florist shop relied primarily on modest sales to working-class neighborhood residents. To expand its size and profitability, the shop courted commercial accounts from Fortune 500 f1rins located immediately across the Monongahela River in downtown Pittsburgh. Marketing to these customers is conducted primarily by telephone, with clients typically never entering the neighborhood. . In another moderate-income Pittsburgh neighborhood, a retail food business supplements its sales to neighborhood customers thr9ugh long-term catering contracts for the luxury sky boxes atThree Rivers Stadium during sports events. . In the Liberty City neighborhood in Miami, a husbandand-wife team operates a retail store selling books and related items on African and African-American subjects. The pool of potential customers residing in the neighborhood is modest, has a limited income to spend on disc:retionaay purchases such as tKx>ks, and has only a limited interest in the extensive range of specialized items the business carries. The firm therefore supplements local walk-in sales with nationwide sales generated through mail-order catalogs and exhibits at outof-town conventions. . In a limited-income, predominantly black area of Pittsburgh, a retail bedding store was hampered by limited consumer demand. While remaining in the same location, it closed its retail operations and converted to the semimanufacturing role of refurbishing mattresses. Its major rustomers are university dormitory systems throughout western Pennsylvania and surrounding states.
A second group of examples is provided by firms selling to public agencies and government contractors under proCurement setasides iI\ such sectors as public works. construction, defense manufacturing, and business and professional services. Because they are not dependent on neighborhood income for markets, these firms often have substantial potential for long-term growth. Furthermore, through their experience selling to ~ corporate and ~vemment purchasers. they
may develop the scale and experience to compete in markets not set aside for them. Currently, many of the business opportunities created by setasides are used primarily for immediate sales, with little effort to strengthen businesses so that they can eventually compete outside sheltered markets. Altering this situation by targeting enterprise assistance to firms participating in setasides might be appropriate (Bates 1985; Bendick 1990) . A third example is provided by businesses owned by members of minority groups that stay within product lines traditional to minority-owned and inner-city enterprises (like retail stores) but locate outside their Umer-city communities. Bay$ide Malll for example, is a large "festival shopping" development located on business assistance programs inevitably face more demand for their services than can be .met with available resources. When facing choices, principle four recomm ends that business development be. targeted to firms with the greatest commercial potential measured in such terms as stability, growth, and long-run profitability. The central reason is that the conmuwty development benefits of business development are generated only to the extent that fir.o:ts survive and prosper. . Stated generally, this principle seeinsnoncontrovers ial. Controversy soon 8rises, however, in specific cases. The first case concernS the j!xtent to which the firms to be asSisted should have l1W1ifest cC?mmunity roots. A$ was discussed earlier, one approach to business develõ pment focuses on support lor entrepreneurS from the commUnity. In contrast, we have. argued that the mnerc ity businesses with the greatest potential may exhibit characteristics often associated with the least apparent community roots: medium and large enterprises rather than smBll pnes, existing firms rather than. new starts, enclave branch plants rather than locally owned businesses, and export~oriented firms rather than those serving a local market. . cause these busmesses and their proprietors are. often long-standing members of. the community, to ignore such firms would be an extreme policy not sustainable in most community. development movements. Nevet heless, the majority of assistance provided to retail and service firmS should betafgeted to the subset of local . firms that ate qualitatively more solid and adaptable than such firms andthat typically provide a higher level of retailing services to their customers.
..
A third case involves buy-ethnic c~paigI\S. EarUer, we s"w thatinterbuymg is strpng in some mner~ty co~unities and ethnic groups a:ndvirtually absent in others. Where an organic ethnic economic enclave exĩ sts, it makes sense for business assistance to t.ake advantage of the commercial opportunities it provides. But where. it does .notexist, t1yin& to develop it is generaUy a fruitless and counterproductive activity. Precisely what constitutes effective business assistance will vary by specific circumstances, of course, Linking Business 6' Community Development 15 inclucling what types of firms are being assisted, their state of development, the types of assistance being offered, and the groups being targeted. The varying needs of particu1ar groups of firms suggest that a multiplicity of busineSs assistance programs, each with a different orientation, may be appropriate to cultivate within the same city. Some might be tailored to serve specific ethnic or gender groups (Keely 1989) . Others may be tailored to firms at a particular stage of growth (such as new start-ups clustered in incubator buildings) or in a particular industry (as is a program for small metalworking firms in Los Angeles).
Nevertheless, certain. characteristics should be common to all such efforts. The fifth principle ugues that effective business development assistance should consistentlyencourage firms to participate in the commercial "mainstream."
Business development programs can implement this
. principle by employing staff knowledgeable about . business operations, as indicated by formal business . training and commeIttal experience. Of course, some talented and successful business developers have come fromotber professional backgrounds. But these other backgrounds sometimes lead to emphasizing fonns of business assistance that are not the highest priority for assisted firms. For example, when urban planners provide business aSsistance, they sometimes overemphasize aesthetic building facades, as well as static neighborhood plans that reduce the responsiveness of businesses to ~onsUmer demands Uacobs 1963). Similarly, career public servants often emphasize fo~ of business .asSiStance easy for government to provide (e.g., nonrefundable tax credits) even when assistance in this form is not useful to. £inns (Rasmussen et at 1982) . Generally, firms most urgently require detailed help in addressing specific operational problems in marketing, finance, accounting, inventOty management, pwcltasing, persomel,and similar subjects. For this reason, it is often appropriate for business development assiStance to be provided by specialized organizatioNsuch as business incubators or the small business development centers sponsored by the U.S. Smail Business AdmirUstration (Allen 1988}-rather than communitybased organizations or public economic development agenCies. .. A mainstreaming approach is also in tenns of the appropriate form of business assistance. When business assistance was .intrOduced several decades. ago as a meanS of assisting the disadvantaged, many doors were firmly and automatically closed to minority entrepreneurs and b1J.SineSses located in the inner city. Such "re~g,i has by no means universally disappeared; one pOcket where it appears to remain with particular virulence is ventwe capital, where large sums are allocated in part on the basis of subjective personal judg-". ments (Silver 1985) . Nevertheless, in many metropolitan areas, substantial change has occurred in the willingness of mainstream business organizations-banks, purchasing agents, joint venture partners, and others-.
. -to give business proposaJs by nontraditiorW.entreprenews a fair hearing (Bates 1991) . Business development initiatives. in the 19908 need to reflect these changed circumstances. Early minority business development and imer-dty business development efforts typically were implemented through separate institutions exclusively serving disadvantaged businesses, and many of these institutions still survive. In many localities today, however, a more efficient approach would mvolve assisting firms to deal with mamstream institutions.
This mainstreaming approach should prevail throughout the relationship between business development organizations and the firms they assist. The reJa. tionship should begin with a mutual understanding that assistance is transitional rather than permanentlasting only until certain business objectives are met. Then the assistance should emphasize formalization of business functions (includingtax payments, accounting records, legal structures, and business plans) to prepare the firm to function in the mainstream business envi-.
ronmenl Finally, the assistance agency should link its client firms to the mainstream business community.
For example, suppose a small minority-owned retail firm requires financing to eXpand its inventory. A traditional business assistance approach might provide a loan, usually at below-market interest rates, from a special minority business loan fund. A contemporary assistance organization might, instead, first suggest that the firm modernize its accounts receivable system to reduce its need for working capital. Then the organization might help the firm obtain supplier aedit rather than purchasing its inventoty on a cash-and -carty basis. Finally, it might advise the firm to change its debt structure so that a market-rate loan could be obtained from a commercial bank operating under conventional lendmg roles.
... In many cases, this counseling is similar to what traditionally has been provided informally by local branch banks to smaU firms (at leC!St favored small .firms) in their market areas. Many banks areinaeasingly reluctant to engage in informal business counseling, however; under an emerging legal doctrine called lender lislbility, they now fear being sued for giving bad advice. AJso, as smaller banks are merged in the ongoing process of bank. consolidation, discretionary loan decisions often have been taken from local bank managers and centralized and depersonalized in a system' of formula lending. As its name implies, this approach d~phasizes individual judgment on the part of loan officers in favor of using firms' financial ratios as the sole criterion for lending decisions.
1HB BOTIOM lJNE
Like most concepts in community development, the idea of shaping business development and community development to take advantage of each other is not a panacea, nor is it simple to implement. Important differences in social and economic circumstances prevail among cities as well as ethnic groups. Implementing the principles set forth in this article requites creative adaptation, not simply applying an off-the-shelf model. In this sense, business development is generally more difficult to implement and requires more institutional strength on th~ part of planning agencies than, for example, low-income housing development, for which well-established standard project models are often available {Vidal 1992). But when the linkages examined in this article are creatively and selectively exploib usiness development offers important opportunities to improve the quality of cgmmunity life in the inner cities of the United States.
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